Fake News & Clickbait

$100:  How many other sources should you check to verify if a piece of news is real
       (answer: at least two)

$200:  Unsure if something is real or fake online? Don’t do this. (answer: share it)

$300:  If a headline includes this excessively, it might be fake news (answer: capital
       letters/exclamation marks)

$400:  A tool you can use to cross-check if an image is real (answer: Google reverse
       image search)

$500:  A reputable website usually has this (answer: about us page/author bios)

Privacy

$100:  You should make them complex and never the same across logins
       (answer: password)

$200:  What to do when you receive an offer in your inbox that seems too good to be true
       (answer: don’t open, mark as spam, and report it)

$300:  If a headline includes this excessively, it might be fake news (answer: capital
       letters/exclamation marks)

$400:  A tool you can use to cross-check if an image is real (answer: Google reverse
       image search)

$500:  A reputable website usually has this (answer: about us page/author bios)
Cyberbullying

$100: A deliberate act to embarrass or publicly humiliate an individual (answer: outing)
$200: When a person gains access to the victim’s social media account and impersonates them in an attempt to ruin their reputation (answer: fraping)
$300: Someone who witnesses cyberbullying but does nothing (answer: bystander)
$400: Insulting an individual online to provoke them to get a response (answer: trolling)
$500: When the creator of the fake social media account gains their victim’s trust by pretending to be someone they’re not (answer: catfishing)

Ethics & Netiquette

$100: You should limit yours (answer: screen time)
$200: Copying something you see online exactly and claiming it as your own is wrong and it’s called this. (answer: plagiarism)
$300: Email messages should be these two things (answer: short and to the point)
$400: An illegal act that’s defamation by written, printed words, or pictures (answer: libel)
$500: All digital citizens should exercise this (answer: empathy/kindness)

Tech & The Internet

$100: All the information found on the Internet lives here (answer: World Wide Web)
$200: Where all of the memory is stored on your computer (answer: harddrive)
$300: The device that connects your computer to the Internet (answer: router)
$400: What helps you find the address of another website (answer: search engine)
$500: The programming language used to create web pages (answer: HTML)